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Ericsson ConsumerLab has more than 20 years’ experience 
of studying people’s behaviors and values, including the way 
they act and think about ICT products and services. Ericsson 
ConsumerLab provides unique insights on market and 
consumer trends.

Ericsson ConsumerLab gains its knowledge through a 
global consumer research program based on interviews with 
100,000 individuals each year, in more than 40 countries – 
statistically representing the views of 1.1 billion people.

Both quantitative and qualitative methods are used, and 
hundreds of hours are spent with consumers from different 
cultures. To be close to the market and consumers, Ericsson 
ConsumerLab has analysts in all regions where Ericsson is 
present, developing a thorough global understanding of the 
ICT market and business models.
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Quantitative data was collected from 13 markets. 
Approximately 20,000 online interviews were held with 
people aged 16–69 in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, 
Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK 
and the US.

All respondents have a broadband internet connection at 
home and watch TV or video at least once a week, and 
almost all use the internet on a daily basis. This study is 
representative of over 1 billion people.

Qualitative insights were gathered through 12 in-depth 
interviews conducted in virtual reality (VR) with 
English-speaking users of VR. These respondents all have 
multiple devices and an internet connection at home.

All reports can be found at: 
www.ericsson.com/consumerlab

Base: 13 markets 
Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, 
India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, 
Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, UK, US



KEY FINDINGS
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Smartphone viewing doubles

>  Around 70 percent of consumers watch TV and video 
on a smartphone today – twice as many as in 2012

>  Smartphones make up a fifth of total viewing, 
with approximately six hours per week spent 
watching TV and video on the device

2012
2017

VR will reignite the campfire 
experience of TV 

>  Today’s video on-demand (VOD) 
viewing experience is set to 
become more of a social activity 
than it is today – this time in VR

>  The social and immersive  
aspects of VR are key reasons why 
the majority of current and potential 
VR users believe the technology 
will be an essential component 
of TV and video in the future

TV couch potatoes get up and go

>  By 2020, only 1 in 10 consumers will be stuck watching 
TV only on a traditional screen, a 50 percent 
decrease compared to 2010

>  As couch potatoes disappear and high-usage and 
high-spending multi-screen viewers increase, both 
scheduled linear TV and on demand services stand 
to benefit

-50%

Content discovery 
remains a challenge

>  As the number of TV and video services 
increases, so does the average time spent 
searching for content – it has already 
seen an increase of 13 percent from last 
year, reaching almost one hour per day

>  Current content discovery capabilities 
are failing to cope with consumers’ 
usage of multiple video services and 
devices, which is why 7 out of 10 
consumers say a universal search 
feature would be very useful

On-demand soars among teenagers

>  16–19 year olds spend more than half of their time 
watching on-demand, an increase of more than 
100 percent – or almost 10 hours a week – since 2010

>  60–69 year olds, on the other hand, still spend almost 
80 percent of their viewing time watching live and 
scheduled linear TV, which is almost as much as in 2013

54%
On-demand

79%
Linear TV

Mobile and on-demand by 2020 

>  Half of all viewing will be done on a mobile screen, 
and half of this will be done on the smartphone alone

>  About 7 out of 10 consumers will prefer on-demand and 
catch-up services over scheduled linear TV viewing, 
and almost half of all viewing will be on-demand

>  A third of consumers  
are projected to use VR

2020
By



43%

72%

37%

31%

89%
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the EVOLUTION of 
the TV USER
In this 8th annual ConsumerLab TV and Media report, which represents the views of over 1 billion people 
around the world, we describe shifting consumer habits and attitudes. This puts us in a unique position 
to illustrate the shifts that are occurring, demonstrate the implications, and explore future trends. 
One important tool that enables us to do this is establishing TV user groups (as seen in Figure 1). 

The six user groups

Our six TV user groups were carefully created based 
on our research into consumers’ actual TV and 
video habits. However, it is also possible to identify 
differences in the demographics between the groups. 
For example, 35 percent of TV Couch Traditionalists 
are aged 50–69, compared to 15 percent in the overall 
sample – a 20 percentage-point over-representation. In 
contrast, Mobility Centrics have a 14 percentage-point 
over-representation of people aged 16–24.

Since 2010, TV Couch Traditionalists has shrunk 
significantly as a group – almost 40 percent – while 
Screen Shifters has grown by over 40 percent, and 
Mobility Centrics by more than 320 percent (Figure 2).

The fact that Mobility Centrics is the fastest-growing 
group underlines the importance of a good user 
experience on the small screen. It can also be seen 
as an indication that the ubiquity of mobile viewing 
will continue to grow – perhaps even to a point where 
mobile viewing overtakes fixed-screen viewing.

Screen Shifter
Use any screen,  
anywhere for all  
kinds of TV and  
video content

Computer Centric
Mainly consume  

streamed/downloaded  
TV and video via the  

computer screen

Mobility Centric
Firstly and mostly use  

the mobile screen for all  
TV/video consumption 
(except broadcasted)

TV Couch Traditionalist
Heavy viewers of  

broadcasted TV via the 
traditional TV screen

Average TV Joe
Average TV viewing time  
and light viewing of other 

video content

TV Zero
Light TV and video  

usage overall

0

Figure 1: Definition of TV user groups based on total weekly TV and video active viewing time on each device

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home, in Brazil, 
Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US

Tablet Screen

Laptop ScreenDesktop Screen

Smartphone Screen

Other Screen

TV Screen

34%

33%

Figure 2: The evolution of TV user groups over time 

2010 2011 20162012 2013 2014 2015 2017

TV Zero

Average TV Joe

Mobility Centric

Computer Centric

Screen Shifter

TV Couch Traditionalist

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has 
broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South 
Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US
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12%

22%

17%

16%

15%

17%
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17%

15%

14%
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14%

13%
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14%
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CHANGING CONSUMER  
ATTITUDES
One way to understand the changes facing the media industry is to pay attention to changing attitudes  
among consumers, as shown in Figure 3.

Wanted: content without limitations

Compared to 2010, there has been significant growth in 
consumers’ preference for on-demand content, with close  
to 60 percent favoring it over scheduled linear viewing. 
The need for consumers to take their TV content abroad 
has also grown since 2014, which indicates that content 
portability will increasingly become a crucial component  
in any future media offerings.

Equally, the ability to view entire seasons of TV series 
immediately, rather than having to wait for single episodes to 
be released, is essential for consumers – one in two say this  
is a very important factor. As internet and on-demand 
services continue to grow and create new possibilities, fewer 
and fewer consumers believe traditional TV providers can 
meet their needs, as can be seen in Figure 3.

The number of TV series enthusiasts is on the rise – 
42 percent say they binge-watch more TV series today 
than they did 5 years ago. Also, from Figure 4 we can see 
that a quarter say they will increase their total viewing time. 
Furthermore, 27 percent say they will get most of their news 
from social media within the next 5 years, and 12 percent 
say they will stop watching TV news completely (Figure 4).

of consumers say they  
binge-watch more TV series 
today than they did 5 years ago42%

Figure 3: Changing consumer attitudes to TV and media

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab,  
TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video 
at least weekly and has broadband at home, in 
Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, 
South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK 
and the US 

I prefer on-demand over scheduled viewing

The internet is a natural part of my TV habits

I need all my TV/video content when  
I’m abroad

Full TV series should be released at once

My traditional TV service provider gives  
me all I need

Accessing TV and video content is a major 
reason for having a fast internet connection

0%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

40%

50%

20%

30%

10% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2017

60%

70%

80%

If I can’t legally find the content I need,  
it’s okay to pirate

Figure 4: Percentage of consumers that believe they will change 
their habits over the next five years

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and  
has broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia,  
South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US

I will watch TV in virtual reality,  
as if I was inside the content

30%

I will talk to my to devices, instead of  
using buttons and screens

29%

I will get most of my news from social media 27%

I will watch more 360 degree video content 27%

I will spend more time watching video than today 25%

I will get all my live sports from streaming services 24%

I will not watch scheduled linear TV anymore 20%

I will spend less time watching  
video content than today

18%

I will not watch news on the TV anymore 12%

I will watch less on-demand, since  
I will get lost in the variety of content

12%

I will not watch on a big TV screen anymore 6%

I don’t think my habits will have changed 23%
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MORE CONTENT, 
mORE CHOICE
As our research has indicated over the last seven years, the youth are the main driver of VOD usage.  
For instance, Figure 5 shows how teenagers already spend more than half their time watching  
on-demand – an increase of more than 100 percent, or almost 10 hours per week, since 2010.

Figure 5: Share of total weekly hours of active viewing per content type

 

 

Movies, TV series & 
other TV programs 
when broadcasted

Live news, sports & other 
events (both broadcasted 
and live streamed)

UGC & e-sport live

Other live or  
linear content

Movies, TV series 
& other programs 
streamed on-demand

Movies, TV series & other 
TV programs downloaded

UGC & e-sport on-demand

Movies, TV series & other 
TV programs recorded

Movies, TV series & 
other TV programs on 
DVD/Blu-ray etc

Other on-demand content

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at 
home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, 
Taiwan, the UK and the US

Age 16  –19 Age 20–24 Age 25–34

Age 35–44 Age 45–59 Age 60–69

54%
On-demand

46%
Live/linear

51%
On-demand

49%
Live/linear

45%
On-demand

55%
Live/linear

38%
On-demand

62%
Live/linear

31%
On-demand

69%
Live/linear

21%
On-demand

79%
Live/linear

Consumers watch a 
record high of 30 hours 
of TV/video every week30h

~33
h/ week

~32
h/ week

~30
h/ week

~28
h/ week

~29
h/ week

~28
h/ week

34%

21%4%

14%

9%

5%
6%

42%

23%

10%

6%

6%
4%

46%

28%

5%
5%

6%

22%

14%

7%
18%

21%

7%
4%

 

29%

19%
5%

17%

12%

6%
4%

24%

16%

18%

16%

7%
4%

6%

Figure 6: Active viewing hours of on-demand vs. live and scheduled linear TV

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab,  
TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/
video at least weekly and has broadband at 
home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, 
Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, 
Taiwan, the UK and the US

42%

58%

0%

40%

50%

20%

30%

10%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Live and scheduled  
linear viewing

On-demand viewing

Even though on-demand viewing remains significant 
for everyone, its share of viewing time decreases 
among the other age groups – especially for 
consumers aged 60–69, where live and scheduled 
linear TV content still represents almost 80 percent of 
the total viewing time, which is as much as in 2013.

Spoiled for choice

The amount of choice when it comes to video is 
greater than ever before. Consumers are now 
presented with traditional scheduled linear TV, live 
and on-demand internet services, downloaded and 
recorded content, as well as physical media. This 
multitude of choice has had a significant impact on 
the lives of consumers, and it is one of the reasons 
why they now watch a record high of 30 hours of TV 
and video every week.

Not only are consumers watching more video, but 
they are also changing the ways in which they 
watch it: on-demand content already represents 
over 40 percent of total TV and video consumption 
(Figure 6). However, scheduled linear TV continues 
to offer the most-watched content, representing 
over nine and a half hours of TV series, movie and 
program viewing every week. Furthermore, 
34 percent of all scheduled linear TV viewing is now 
spent watching live content, a 10 percent increase 
since 2015.
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THE SMALL SCREEN 
TAKES OVER

This is due to a rise in viewing time per user, 
as well as an overall increase in the number 
of consumers using their smartphones 
to watch TV and video (Figure 7). Today, 
approximately 70 percent of consumers 
watch videos on a smartphone – double  
the amount from 2012. 

The rise and fall of devices

It is no surprise that smartphones have 
become the most popular device among 
consumers. Since 2012, smartphone 
penetration has risen from around 
70 percent to almost 95 percent. 

TVs with higher picture quality are also 
becoming more prominent – ownership  
of HD TVs has increased from around  
75 percent in 2012 to almost 85 percent  
in 2017, and 4K/UHD TVs are now present 
in over a fifth of all homes.

In contrast, older devices such as desktop 
computers and stand-alone DVRs have 
fallen in popularity, with their share of 
ownership decreasing in 2012 from 
80 percent and 60 percent, respectively,  
to 72 percent and 38 percent in 2017 
(Figure 8).

Consumers are not only watching more hours of video content, they are also using different 
devices to do so. Since 2010, the smartphone has been the main device responsible for this 
growth – it has more than doubled its share of viewing time since 2010, and now makes up 
almost a fifth of the time consumers spend watching TV and video, or six hours per week. 

70%
Approximately 70 percent  
of consumers watch videos 
on a smartphone – double 
the amount from 2012

Figure 7: Share of total TV and video viewing time per device Figure 8: Evolution of device penetration

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, 
Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US
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THE SOCIAL SPARK 
OF VIRTUAL REALITY
VR is starting to arrive in people’s living rooms. Most VR headsets available today were released within the last  
2 years, yet 10 percent of consumers are already using a VR device, and over 25 percent are planning to get one.

Bringing people together

Even though VR headsets are mostly tied to gaming today, 
30 percent of consumers say that they will use VR for TV 
and video viewing in 5 years’ time. VR has the ability to add 
valuable dimensions to consumers’ video viewing experience: 
friends and people with similar interests can watch content 
together in a VR living room; viewers have the freedom to 
look anywhere in every scene of a movie; and consumers can 
experience a football match or music concert with other fans 
in a VR arena, as if they are actually there. 

When asking consumers who have not yet started using VR, 
but have indicated their interest, over 40 percent say they will 
use VR to watch immersive and interactive movies regularly, 
and more than a third can see themselves using VR regularly 
to watch live sports events and music concerts.

As well as these aspects, potential VR users believe the 
technology will bring one more thing to the table: the ability  
to watch 4K/UHD content without owning a big physical 
screen. Almost half of this group think they will be using VR 
for this purpose.

VR can be the spark needed to reignite the social TV 
campfire, and allow today’s VOD viewing to become more 
of a social activity than it is today – this time in VR. Early 
adopters’ expectations for VR is high – almost 60 percent of 
current users believe that it will be a fundamental part of TV 
and video in the next 5 years.

I can meet people from all over the world, 
and watch videos with them on a giant 
virtual screen. So if you live alone like me, 
this is a big deal!”

Chuck, in-depth virtual reality interview

Figure 9: Percentage of VR users doing different activities on 
their headsets

Watch movies 
and TV programs

58%

41%

Gaming
40%

53%

Watch other 
video content 

(e.g. movie trailers) 35%

47%

Watch sports
33%

42%

Alone in VR Together with others in VR

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: VR users aged 16–69 who watch TV/video at least weekly and have broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, 
Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US



The VR train has already left the station

A third of people planning to get VR headsets say they will 
start using the technology in less than one year, and over 
half believe that VR headsets will be mainstream in less than 
three years. Among current VR users, the general view is that 
their usage of VR will continue to increase over the next few 
years (Figure 11).

If consumer interest in VR is to increase, several things will 
need to change. Close to 55 percent of consumers planning 

to get VR devices would prefer if the headsets were cheaper; 
almost half think there should be more immersive content 
available; and a third would be more interested in VR if they 
could get a VR bundle from their TV and video provider. 

There are other well-known general barriers to VR too, such 
as bulky headsets, low resolution on cheaper devices, and 
isolation from the physical world.1 However, with these issues 
currently being addressed, it is not hard to believe that VR 
will completely change the rules of future content viewing 
and creation.
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1 Ericsson ConsumerLab, Merged Reality, 2017

Figure 11: How VR users believe their activities will change over the next five years

Will increase Will reduce or stop

Will use at same level Have already stopped

Never used, no intention to start

Watch movies, TV 
series and other TV 

programs in VR – 
alone or together

49%

23%

16%

8%

Gaming in VR – 
alone or together

48%

19%

20%

9%

Watch other video 
content, such as 

movie trailers in VR 
– alone or together

46%

19%

22%

10%

Watch sports in VR 
– alone or together

44%

18%

18%

17%

4%

4%

4%

3%

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: VR users aged 16–69 who watch TV/video at least weekly and have broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, 
Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US

Figure 10: Several VR users watching YouTube together 
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THE CONTENT 
DISCOVERY CRISIS
Today, consumers have access to more content than ever, but with a more fragmented market, which in turn 
leads to a more fragmented user experience, they are struggling to find something to watch (Figure 12). The 
average number of on-demand services used per household has increased from 1.6 in 2013 to 3.8 in 2017. 
Content discovery remains a challenge, and consumers are finding current discovery methods unhelpful.

So much content, so little time

Over 50 percent of Screen Shifters 
cannot find anything to watch on 
scheduled linear TV at least once 
a day, while slightly more than 30 
percent say the same thing about VOD 
services. For this growing group of 
advanced users, the old-fashioned TV 
guide does not help. Their on-demand 
experiences have set the bar too 
high – even though these services are 
themselves in need of improvement.

Figure 12: Percentage of consumers who cannot find anything to watch

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, 
Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US (users on each type of service)
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spend nearly 
an hour 
searching for 
something to 
watch every day

Daily

Figure 13: Average minutes per day spent searching for content on scheduled  
linear TV and on video on-demand services

Average search time (2016)

Scheduled linear TV Video on-demand

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home, in Brazil, 
Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US
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ADs NEED TO CHANGE

Even if the majority of people still prefer an ad-sponsored  
on-demand service, almost 1 in 3 prefer to pay USD 5 or even 
USD 10 extra to reduce or eliminate advertisements altogether. 

These preferences differ slightly between TV user groups – TV 
Couch Traditionalists, with a significantly large viewing time, 

do not want ads and are willing to pay to get rid of them, while 
TV Joes prefer brand-sponsored video content (Figure 15). 
The fastest growing group, Mobility Centrics, show the highest 
preference for personalized ads.

The total average time searching for content is also 
increasing; since last year, it has risen from 45 to 51 minutes 
per day (Figure 14). Interestingly, scheduled linear TV 
accounts for this entire increase, as searches on VOD services 
have remained constant since last year.

There are also interesting age differences both in terms of 
viewing and searching patterns. Millennials spend over 
50 percent more time searching on VOD services than those 
aged 35 and up, and they spend over 80 percent more time 
watching VOD content.

Even in well-established content areas such as sports, 
consumers see room for improvement – one in three sports 
viewers thinks it takes too much effort to find the sporting 
events they like on TV. 

All in all, it is no surprise that 7 out of 10 consumers say a 
universal search feature, including both scheduled linear 
and VOD content, would be very useful. With as many as 
6 in 10 consumers believing content discovery to be a key 
concern when subscribing to a new TV and video service, 
development in this area will drive consumer loyalty 
and satisfaction.

Figure 14: Average minutes per day spent searching for 
content across age groups

Searching Viewing

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has 
broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, 
South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US
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As consumers become increasingly used to ad-free services such as Netflix, 
advertising interruptions will be perceived as more disruptive than ever before. 

Millennials (16–34) 29 53

Figure 15: Preferred methods of paying for services

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, 
Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US (users on each type of service)
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ORIGINAL CONTENT 
IN DEMAND
Over 70 percent of consumers agree that content and price remain at the top of their priority list when 
evaluating new TV services. However, three in four Netflix subscribers say the most important factor is 
access to exclusive original content – a sentiment shared by less than half of all consumers. 

As can be seen in Figure 16, there is a significant range 
between the best and the worst rated services. Even though 
the graph only shows the US market, a similar range can be 
seen in all the studied markets.

When comparing the best on-demand service provider with 
the best linear TV service provider in the US, the former 
reaches a Net Promoter Score (NPS) of 58, compared with 
just 39 for the latter. There is a clear correlation between 
these NPS values and consumer satisfaction with different 
service components. While video quality satisfaction is 
similarly high across both services, for all other aspects the 
on-demand service is rated significantly higher (Figure 17).

Unsurprisingly, the two components with the largest 
discrepancy are the price, and consumers’ ability to pick  
and choose content. The difference between paying 
USD 15 per month for a premium ad-free on-demand 
service and paying USD 100 per month for hundreds of 
ad-sponsored TV channels should not be underestimated.

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home in the US (users of each service)

Figure 17: Percentage of US consumers satisfied with various features

3 in 4 Netflix subscribers say 
the most important factor when 
evaluating new TV services is 
access to exclusive original content

Best in class scheduled linear TV serviceBest in class on-demand TV and video service

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has 
broadband at home in the US (users on each service)

Figure 16: Likelihood of recommending services to a friend, 
family member or colleague
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Figure 18: Average monthly household spend on scheduled linear TV 
and VOD across user groups, in USD
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THE SHAPE 
OF SPENDING
VOD and scheduled linear TV services are also set apart by differences in spending.  
For instance, US households spend an approximate average of USD 64 a month on their scheduled 
paid linear TV services and USD 20 on their on-demand TV and video services (Figure 18).

Consumers have similar spending 
patterns in almost every market, 
paying over three times more for 
scheduled linear TV services than VOD. 
Scheduled linear TV’s legacy is not the 
only explanation for the higher spend 
– consumers feel that several aspects 
make scheduled linear TV services 
worth paying for, such as the ability to 
relax in front of the screen, being able 
to watch the best content, and having 
the opportunity to bond with 
family members (Figure 19).

The general shape of spending patterns 
will change slowly, as most consumers 
have no plans to alter their spending 
on either scheduled linear TV or 
VOD services in the next 12 months. 
However, spending will change 
eventually, with consumers indicating 
that VOD will gain a greater share of 
their income in the future (Figure 20).

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home in the US

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has 
broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, 
South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US

Figure 19: Factors justifying spend on scheduled linear live  
and scheduled linear TV

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has 
broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, 
South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US

Figure 20: Plans to change spending for scheduled linear TV  
and paid on-demand TV and video in the next 6–12 months

On-demand TV and video services Scheduled linear pay TV services

Important factor Scheduled linear pay TV servicesMost important factor Paid on-demand TV and video services
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37%
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TV IN 2020 
AND BEYOND
Since 2010, the Ericsson ConsumerLab TV and Media report has tracked the shift in TV habits. 
Based on our extensive media insights, it is also possible for us to take a sneak peek into the 
future with predictions about the years to come. 

The rise of on-demand

Close to 6 in 10 consumers already 
prefer on-demand and catch-up TV 
over scheduled linear TV viewing and 
we expect the proportion to be about 
7 in 10 by 2020. Growth of on-demand 
viewing is also expected to continue, 
and will account for almost half of total 
viewing time by 2020 (Figure 21). For 
16–19 year olds specifically, we expect 
the on-demand share of viewing to reach 
65 percent, with the group watching 
over 25 hours per week by 2020 – a 
180 percent increase since 2010.

Figure 21: On-demand vs. live and scheduled linear share of active viewing hours, 
with prediction* for 2020

 

*based on best-fit regression analysis

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home, in Brazil, 
Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US

On-demand viewing 
is expected to 
reach over 25 hours 
per week by 2020 
among 16–19 year 
olds – a 180 percent 
increase since 2010

We have also seen phenomenal 
growth in the amount of consumers 
paying for on-demand services. 
Almost 40 percent now pay for VOD 
– an increase of 26 percent since 2012.

Moving to mobile

By 2020, we estimate that half of all TV 
and video viewing will be done on a 
mobile screen – an 85 percent increase 
since 2010 (Figure 22). Almost a quarter 
will be on smartphones alone, which 
is an increase of almost 160 percent 
since 2010. Total viewing time is also 
set to increase, reaching approximately 
31 hours per week by 2020 – roughly an 
hour more than today. 

Overall, the mobile viewing trend  
is likely to continue beyond 2020.  
This will mean an increased need for 
mobile-friendly content, higher network 
demands, and also opportunities for 
new revenue streams.

Figure 22: Device share and average number of viewing hours per week,  
with prediction* for 2020

*based on best-fit regression analysis

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home, in Brazil, 
Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US
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Figure 23: Yearly percentages of population belonging to each user group, with prediction* for 2020

*based on best-fit regression analysis

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home, in Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, 
Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US
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Figure 24: Percentage of consumers that use virtual reality, 
with their own predicted increase
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We also predict that more than half of all consumers  
will be made up of Screen Shifters and Mobility Centrics, 
with only 1 in 10 being a TV Couch Traditionalist  
(Figure 23). The decline of these couch potatoes is 
beneficial for everyone, with consumers evolving into 

higher-usage and higher-spending multi-screen viewers. 
Both scheduled linear TV and on-demand services stand 
to benefit from this transition, as long as business models 
are adapted to cater for mobile and on-demand access.

A more social reality

Finally, the trend of increased solitary 
viewing due to the development of 
personal screens and on-demand 
viewing could be reversed thanks 
to the capabilities and promises of 
VR. Already, two in five VR users are 
watching TV and video together with 
other people on virtual sofas around 
the world.

The majority of current and potential 
VR users believe VR will be an 
essential component of TV and video 
in the future, which bodes well – a 
third of consumers are projected to  
be VR users by 2020 (Figure 24).

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab, TV and Media, 2017

Base: Population aged 16–69 that watches TV/video at least weekly and has broadband at home, in Brazil, 
Canada, China, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK and the US
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We are a global leader in delivering ICT solutions. In fact, 
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networks. We have customers in over 180 countries and 
comprehensive industry solutions ranging from cloud services 
and mobile broadband to network design and optimization.

Our services, software and infrastructure – especially 
in mobility, broadband and the cloud – are enabling 
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do better business, increase efficiency, improve user 
experience and capture new opportunities. 
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